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on which we are already fully focused.

Our long-term growth forecasts remain unchanged.
The quality of our fundamentals and our integrated

Sales and Services over the coming months, allow us

as part of our new growth plan:

• Owned operating and construction capacity:
over 5 gigawatts;

• Capacity operated on behalf of third parties:
gigawatts;

• million;
• CO -equivalent avoided : over 4 million tonnes.

deliver  on  our  Mission  "Improving  global  environment,

value and are preparing to achieve the next stages of
our growth ambitions.

Enjoy your reading!
Sébastien Clerc
CEO of Voltalia

Dear Madam, Sir, Dear Shareholder,

The renewable energy sector has faced economic
challenges this year, including rising interest rates,
supply chain concerns and rising manufacturing
costs. Voltalia has felt these impacts, as evidenced by
the fall in its share price when it announced its results

Nevertheless, Voltalia's overall momentum remains
excellent, with capacity in operation and under

1.4 gigawatt. The portfolio of secured power plants

portfolio, we raise our target of capacity at the end of
the year, with an increase in capacity in operation and

target was set.

due in particular to stronger winds in Brazil, the full
output of our recently operational power plants in
France, Portugal and Brazil, and the ramp-up of new
facilities that have come on stream. In addition, we will

favourable pricing conditions prior to the activation of
long-term contracts.

with  sales  of  projects  in  Brazil  materialising  

construction), and high visibility of project sales

construction and maintenance activities in the second
half of the year.



Our next events
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H1 2023
KEY FIGURES

Turnover

€198.9 M
Stable at current

exchange rate 

EBITDA

€56.0 M
at current 

exchange rate

+ 18%

Turnover

€126.2 M

Capacity in operation 
and construction

2.7 GW
of which 0.6 GW

under construction

Q3 2023
KEY FIGURES

Energaïa 
December 13, 2023 in Montpellier (France) 

Half-year EBITDA boosted by 
increase in installed capacity

Turnover from Energy Sales rose by 44% and turnover from Services rose by

dynamism of business on behalf of third-party customers.

seasonal nature of Voltalia's electricity production, the overweighting of

non-recurring items.

Turnover Q3 2023

power stations, whose connection to the grid was initially delayed, are now
injecting their output into the grid.

The portfolio of projects under development, intended to be kept or sold 

Illustrating the growing importance of our strategy of geographical

Find the full release of the 2023 half results and Q3 2023 turnover on Voltalia’s website,
in the Investors section.



Energy sales: commissioning
in Europe and Latin America
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Sable Blanc in French Guiana.

decarbonised and competitive local electricity production can be 
implemented. 

stream one after the other, reaching full capacity at the beginning of 
October. Its commissioning had been slowed by the consequences of 

with Voltalia's commitment to local communities, the project has 
provided essential local connection facilities and enabled the hiring of 
local teams and contractors.

megawatts.

megawatts under construction and 51 megawatts 

                      in Brazil

Services: sustained momentum
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In Services, Voltalia sold projects under development in Brazil 
megawatts) and signed new

construction contracts in Ireland. For example, Power Capital 
Renewable Energy chose Voltalia to build and maintain its solar 

semi-state-owned companies have entrusted Voltalia with the 

construction of their Timahoe North solar farm, as well as

The capacity of power plants in operation reached more than

commissioned in twelve months. Combined with improved
wind resources in Brazil and France, this translates into a sharp

Several sites in Europe have been fully connected. In Europe, several
sites have been fully connected: in Portugal, the Garrido solar cluster

installations of projects dedicated to corporate customers such as
SNCF, with the commissioning of the Rives charentaises wind farm

Bolobedu, Voltalia's largest project in Africa
1 with Richards

Bay Minerals (RBM), South Africa's largest mineral sands producer and a subsidiary of the Anglo-Australian metals and mining group

be the largest renewable energy plant in South Africa dedicated to the energy needs of a client company.



Voltalia's shares are listed on the regulated 
market of Euronext in Paris. They are eligible 
for deferred settlement (SRD) and eligible for 
PEA (equity savings plan). Voltalia is included 
in the SBF 120, Enternext Tech 40, and CAC 
Mid&Small indices. The company is also 
included in the Gaïa-Index, the index of 
responsible mid-cap companies. 
ISIN Code :  FR0010302224 
Mnemonic code : VLTSA.PA 

Contact Us

Investor Relations Voltalia
84, Boulevard de Sébastopol
75003 Paris, France
invest@voltalia.com
+33 (0)1 81 70 37 00

Sign up to receive the next future Letter to 
Shareholders by contacting us by e-mail at 
invest@voltalia.com
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Shareholder Corner

Voltalia SA's holding company,
controlled by the Mulliez family

Upcoming Events

Q4 2024 Turnover
January 31, 2024
(after closing)

2023 Full Year Results
April 2, 2024
(before market opening) 

Shareholding Structure 
as of 30.09.2023

71,3%
Voltalia

Investment

2,5 %
PROPARCO

1,6 %
EBRD*

24,6 %
FLOATING

* European Bank for Reconstruction and
   Development
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Voltalia has improved its extra-financial performance for the 
fifth year running and is now one of the top ten renewable 
energy producers in the Sustainalytics global index.

Voltalia's management of ESG (Environment, Social, Governance) risks has been 
assessed by the rating agency Sustainalytics. The summary of the assessment 
report emphasises that the Group's management of material ESG issues is strong. 
Voltalia's rating confirms that the measures implemented take account
of stakeholders' expectations. For its fifth participation, Voltalia ranks 8th out of
93 companies (and 16th in the utilities sector out of 705 companies). With a score of 
12.5, Voltalia is steadily improving after achieving scores of 14.1 in 2021 and
13.8 in 2022.

Governance    
At the Annual General Meeting in May, Céline Leclercq and Alain Papiasse were 
re-elected as directors. Luc Poyer was co-opted to become Chairman of the 
Remuneration Committee, replacing Jean-Marc Armitano, who resigned from his 
position in June 2023 and whom we thank for his contributions. Luc Poyer's 
appointment will be submitted to shareholders for ratification at the next Annual 
General Meeting to be held on 16 May 2024.
Voltalia's Board of Directors comprises seven members, including three women and 
three independent members.

Become a shareholder of Voltalia 
To become a shareholder of Voltalia, two possibilities
are available to you:
• Buy Voltalia shares from the bank or financial 

intermediary holding your securities account or PEA 
(possibility of holding its shares on a bearer or 
registered administered basis)

• Buy shares from Uptevia, manager of Voltalia's 
securities department (possibility to hold its securities 
in pure registered form)

Voltalia's essential information in The Essential 2022 is 
available in print and on our website www.voltalia.com

Market
Capitalisation
as of 30.11.2023 (after closing)

€1,269 Billion

https://www.linkedin.com/company/voltalia/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7d8vW2v9ALbGp-iSWxWY7Q/videos
https://twitter.com/VoltaliaSA
https://www.facebook.com/VoltaliaSA/
https://www.instagram.com/voltalia/
www.voltalia.com
www.voltalia.com
https://www.voltalia.com/static-files/3463ca3a-803f-4c5a-81ad-8751f27d810b



